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What you shall read from henceforth should be con-
sidered with extreme suspicion and should never be ap-
plied directly to Real Life™. Mad Tea Party is a guild on 
the Venture Co. EU server on the World of Warcraft 
MMORPG. World of Warcraft is a product by Bliz-
zard Entertainment. All screenshots are from the game 
and all funky graphics have been done by hand.

We shall not take any responsibility should any of the 
following occur:

paper cuts
choking on tea or bisquits
indigestion caused by following any suspicious 
tea or bisquit recipes found herein
attacks by rabid bunny rabbits
destruction of expensive electronic equipment 
by snorting liquid on it

All your aggro is belong to us and we are in ur fridges,      
   eating ur chocolate cookiez.
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The Mad Tea Party Battling a Fearsome Dragon
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The Mad Tea Party

 Mad Tea Party

The tiny guild of tea lovers started its journey towards 
greatness one summer eve with the meeting of two 
not-quite-so-dead ladies, Lucipheria and Deridia. Since 
the world - or rather, Tirisfal Glades - was a dark and 
dreadful place, they decided that the best course of 
action would be to bring out something to cheer the 
place up. And what would be better for this than to form 
a small guild set out to take over not the world itself, but 
certainly your tea supplies and campfires?

Lucipheria has set herself up as the Tea Master of the 
Mad Tea Party. She presides over the guild with the help 
of Deridia and Eoxes.

The Tea Party Mission Statement and General Advice

Travel all around Azeroth and possible other places.
Sample all possible and impossible tea ingredients.
Cheers to anyone who manages to make impossible, yet 
strangely alluring tea.
If receiving water from a Troll Mage, remember to boil it 
first.
Have friendly tea parties whenever and wherever you like.
Unlikely-to-succeed plans favoured.
Share your campfire and tea with nice people!
Nasty people will get no tea, no campfire and especially 
no nibbling.
Anything spankable should and will be spanked,  
sometimes repeatedly.

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
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The Mad Tea Party

 Most Revered Accomplishments

The Tea Party has indeed shouted obscenities at the dragon lady Onyxia and lived to tell the tale.
The limited edition tea made out of Nefarion’s nails was a great success amongst Orcish tea lovers.
After drinking tea made of unboiled water got from a Troll Mage and therefore accidentally Hellfiring himself to death 
Eoxes could still be resurrected and restored to his former glory. (Note: the Tea Party strongly recommends the gentle  
readers not to try this at home.)
Only other people’s bones were broken after a successful base jumping experiment at the Twin Colossals of Feralas.
The Tea Party helped an army of the Horde to defeat C’thun by discovering the hiding place of C’thun’s eyedrops and 
sneakily swapping the said eyedrops for some high quality tea made of Deathweed and Essence of Pain.
The late night picnic to Naxxramas was cancelled due to receiving a complimentary package of untested tea ingredients from 
Kel’Thuzad. Going through the crate took the better part of a month and by the time all possible teas had been tested the 
Tea Party had forgotten all about the planned picnic.

•
•
•

•
•

•

 Future Plans

With the recent reopening of the Dark 
Portal the Mad Tea Party has rushed 
to the Outlands with renewed vigor. 
Stories of Big Badass Demons and 
Wondorous Swamp Tentacle Monsters 
have reached the ears of the rabid tea 
lovers and they have been overtaken by 
the desire to be the first ones to bring to 
mass markets the new and exciting teas 
that only the yet undiscovered recesses 
of Outlands can hold. Lucipheria has 
sworn to be the first not-quite-dead 
person to offer quality tea to the Naaru 
A’dal.
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Members - The Tea Master - Lucipheria

 Lucipheria

Before the unfortuante incident of becoming some-
what dead and all, Lucipheria was just a common tea 
serving wench in one of the prissy tea houses of the 
capital city Lordaeron. During the days she served 
tea, coffee and muffins to all the patrons and by 
night... she merely slept, like a nice little girl should. 
And just to screw with her equilibrium all the 
historical stuff of the Scourge Invasion happened and 
Lucipheria found herself more or less dead.

And now Lucipheria happily roams the Azeroth and 
Outlands in search of the more interesting varieties 
of tea for her own consumption and for the  
enjoyment of all other tea drinkers. Her favourite 
pastimes include setting up campfires near  
unsuspecting people and chatting about the latest 
findings in the brewing of tea. The only thing in the 
whole wide world that keeps on puzzling Lucipheria 
is how Cinnah managed to learn better Orcish than 
she did.
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Members - Tea Maker - Deridia

 Deridia

Deridia often likes to compare her dark past 
with Eoxes’s and argue which one of them 
has the darker one. Her own gruesome expe-
riences settle around a bad case of a husband 
fellow and some raving bunny rabbits, later 
leading up to a more or less suspicious death 
inducing circumstances. After the death 
and the excessive use of glow-in-the-dark 
embalming fluids, Deridia set out to form 
the Mad Tea Party with Lucipheria, just to 
ensure that the world would never run out of 
tea and bisquits.

Deridia loves spanking things until they 
cave in and roll over to offer up exciting and 
exotic tea ingredients. It is rumoured that 
she has a good side, but no one has yet quite 
run across it. She tends to show her affection 
towards others by gently nibbling on them.
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Members - Tea Maker - Eoxes

 Eoxes

Coming from a dark, mysterious and 
bloody past involving murdered parents 
and sausages made of the members of the 
Scarlet Crusade, Eoxes has now made his 
goal in life to lick people who’ve recently 
bathed in formaldehyde and drink a lot of 
good tea. Teaming up with Deridia and 
Lucipheria has luckily provided him with 
plenty of opportunities for both, sometimes 
in interesting, dangerous and somewhat 
unfortunate places.

Eoxes enjoys trying to con people into 
thinking that he has no idea what they 
mean by requesting a summon and trying 
to Hellfire himself to death. He also wishes 
that he knew just how Deridia always 
manages to spank apart more big and nasty 
things while he’s pouring himself more tea 
behind the corner.
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Members - Tea Drinker - Cinnah

 Cinnah

Born and bred in the happy and steamy 
jungles of the Stranglethorn Vale, Cinnah is 
just as a laid back Troll as the rest of his tribe. 
After sampling some of the tea that a couple 
of nice lil Forsaken ladies offered him, he has 
declared that, “I be not havin’ any better da 
do, so might be helpin’ ye ladies with yer grass 
roots and stuff, ya” and henceforth Cinnah 
has roamed the world in the company of the 
Mad Tea Party.

Cinnah is always running into trouble with 
his money situation which can be described 
as abyssal at best. He envies the nice 
porcelain tea set that Deridia owns and his 
favourite hobby is running away real quick 
from any approaching enemy. Cinnah also 
enjoys good architecture.
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Members - Tea Drinker - Springmoss

 Springmoss

Springmoss started his journeys in the ranks of 
the Mad Tea Party by accidentally falling out of a 
Goblin piloteered zeppelin and almost hitting  
Lucipheria. The big, gentle moomoo took an 
instant liking to the living impaired girl and tea, 
since the beverage seemed to include a never ending 
supply of grass and other plant stuffs.

Springmoss is always ready to help little ladies and 
carries with him an emergency pack of cold milk for 
those impromptu tea moments. He has a very low 
bass filled voice that’ll make every horn in the valley 
shiver and he keeps good care of his cute hooves. In 
fact, every evening he’ll pry out the caked mud and 
grass and then lick his hooves clean.
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Members - New

 New Members

The recent ventures of the Tea Party to the Blood Elven capital of Silvermoon have gained the guild 
some new members, mainly in the form of two Blood Elves - the siblings Haltiatar and Tulitukka. They 
have assured the not-quite-dead leaders of the Tea Party that their names aren’t common for Blood 
Elves and are rather a cruel and indelicate joke played upon them by their late mother.

The Tea Party also met a Draenei girl, who through the use of extensive sign language has been able to 
communicate to the Tea Party her special love for quality tea. None of the Tea Party members has been 
able to understand a word she has said but they have still welcomed this lost lamb into their ranks.
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Tea

 The Importance of Good Tea 

The tradition of Good Tea was started by the denizens of Lordaeron and the surrounding areas, though 
early records state that the various Troll tribes of the Stranglethorn jungle have been drinking various 
herbal drinks since the dawn of their time. This fancy history amounts to Hellboar crap as far as the 
Mad Tea Party is concerned. Good Tea to them is a physical manifestation of a day gone horribly right. 
“It’s just something to do after a day of premium mob spanking,” says Deridia. “Or something to do in 
the middle of premium mob spanking, in case you happen to be bored.”

“The preparing and sharing of a pot of tea in the middle of a battlefield has become somewhat of a 
tradition. No one has been the same after sampling some of my finest teas,” adds Lucipheria with a 
worrisome grin.

 Tea Varietes

Grounded Nefarion’s Nails (A Hint Of Sugar Optional)
Bloodvine Mix
Basic Troll Love Juice (Boiled) With Lemon
Goldthorn Tea
Thistle Tea
Deathweed With A Dash Of Essence Of Pain
Deathweed With Sliced Murloc Eyes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Cookies

 The Addition of Tea Bisquits

Cinnah has a simple explanation for the frequent sightings of 
bisquits on the Tea Party picnics. “It be da attack of da munchies dat 
ya get. Ya know, when ya been drudging through da dragon intestines 
for half of da day ya get a bit peckish after all dat,” he explains for the 
uninitiated. As with tea, the Mad Tea Party likes to utilize their  
environment to the best of their ability when experimenting with 
new bisquit flavours. This has left some of the fiercest Orcish  
Warriors with a quivering stomach, but has also led to  
immediate successes, such as the “Something Suspicious I Found In 
The Ahn’Qiraj Ruins” bisquit.

 Tea Bisquits:

Something Suspicious I Found In The Ahn’Qiraj Ruins
Rot Hide Ichor With Raisins
Apple Worm Speciality
Murloc Toe And Raisin Mixture
Night Elf Wisp Whip
The Gnomish Surprise (May Contain Nuts)
The Organic Foothills (May Contain Squirrels)
Ashenvale Strawberry

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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 Afterword

The Mad Tea Party strongly advices the 
gentle reader not to try these tea or bisquit 
varieties at home. The preparation of 
such quality goods is best to be left at the 
hands of professionals. Also, some of the 
ingredients will be hazardous to health when 
prepared correctly.

For further inquiries on the nature of tea, we 
urge you to contact Lucipheria, Deridia or 
Eoxes. Tea parties or picnics can be arranged 
through appointment only. Suggestions of 
new tea flavours are gladly accepted, unless 
they contain Murloc.

May the sun burn you not quite that much 
and may the graveyard always be near! 
We wish you well on your Azerothian and 
Outlandish travels!

And To All Things Comes an End
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Our tea is 105% organic. And dead.
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